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Yeah, reviewing a books A History Of Pagan Europe could add
your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for
you to be successful. As understood, achievement does not
suggest that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as competently as conformity even more than
extra will manage to pay for each success. next to, theBookmark
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capably as keenness of this A History Of Pagan Europe can be
taken as well as picked to act.

A History of Pagan Europe Nov 02 2022 The first
comprehensive study of its kind, this fully illustrated book
establishes Paganism as a persistent force in European history
with a profound influence on modern thinking. From the serpent
goddesses of ancient Crete to modern nature-worship and the
restoration of the indigenous religions of eastern Europe, this
wide-ranging book offers a rewarding new perspective of
European history. In this definitive study, Prudence Jones and
Nigel Pennick draw together the fragmented sources of Europe's
native religions and establish the coherence and continuity of the
Pagan world vision. Exploring Paganism as it developed from the
ancient world through the Celtic and Germanic periods, the
authors finally appraise modern Paganism and its apparent
causes as well as addressing feminist spirituality, the heritage
movement, nature-worship and `deep' ecology This innovative
and comprehensive history of European Paganism will provide a
stimulating, reliable guide to this popular dimension of religious
culture for the academic and the general reader alike.
European Paganism Mar 26 2022 European Paganism provides a
comprehensive and accessible overview of ancient pagan
religions throughout the European continent. Before there where
Christians, the peoples of Europe were pagans. Were they
bloodthirsty savages hanging human offerings from trees? Were
they happy ecologists, valuing the unpolluted rivers and
mountains? In European Paganism Ken Dowden outlines and
analyses the diverse aspects of pagan ritual and culture from
human sacrifice to pilgrimage lunar festivals and tree worship. It
includes: * a 'timelines' chart to aid with chronology * many
quotations from ancient and modern sources translated from the
original language where necessary, to make them accessible
*a
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comprehensive bibliography and guide to further reading.
Miracles of Our Own Making Jul 06 2020 “An absolute must for
anyone interested in the development of paganism in the modern
world. I cannot recommend this book enough.”—Janet Farrar,
coauthor of A Witches’ Bible “At last, we have a history of British
Paganism written from the inside, by somebody who not only has
a good knowledge of the sources, but explicitly understands how
Pagans and magicians think.”—Ronald Hutton, author of The
Triumph of the Moon and The Witch What do we mean by
“paganism”—druids, witches, and occult rituals? Healing charms
and forbidden knowledge? Miracles of Our Own Making is a
historical overview of pagan magic in the British Isles, from the
ancient peoples of Britain to the rich and cosmopolitan landscape
of contemporary paganism. Exploring the beliefs of the druids,
Anglo-Saxons, and Vikings, as well as Elizabethan Court alchemy
and witch trials, we encounter grimoires, ceremonial magic, and
the Romantic revival of arcane deities. The influential and wellknown—the Golden Dawn, Wicca, and figures such as Aleister
Crowley—are considered alongside the everyday “cunning folk”
who formed the magical fabric of previous centuries. Ranging
widely across literature, art, science, and beyond, Liz Williams
debunks many of the prevailing myths surrounding magical
practice, past and present, while offering a rigorously researched
and highly accessible account of what it means to be a pagan
today.
A History of Christian Conversion Jan 30 2020 Conversion has
played a central role in the history of Christianity. In this first indepth and wide-ranging narrative history, David Kling examines
the dynamic of turning to the Christian faith by individuals,
families, and people groups. Global in reach, the narrative
progresses from early Christian beginnings in the Roman world to
Christianity's expansion into Europe, the Americas, China, India,
and Africa. Conversion is often associated with a particular strand
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experience (sudden, overwhelming). However, when examined
over two millennia, it emerges as a phenomenon far more
complex than any one-dimensional profile would suggest. No
single, unitary paradigm defines conversion and no easily
explicable process accounts for why people convert to
Christianity. Rather, a multiplicity of factors-historical, personal,
social, geographical, theological, psychological, and culturalshape the converting process. A History of Christian Conversion
not only narrates the conversions of select individuals and
peoples, it also engages current theories and models to explain
conversion, and examines recurring themes in the conversion
process: divine presence, gender and the body, agency and
motivation, testimony and memory, group- and self-identity,
"authentic" and "nominal" conversion, and modes of
communication. Accessible to scholars, students, and those with a
general interest in conversion, Kling's book is the most satisfying
and comprehensive account of conversion in Christian history to
date; this major work will become a standard must-read in
conversion studies.
The Conversion of Europe May 16 2021 The story of how Europe
was converted to Christianity from 300AD until the barbarian
Lithuanians finally capitulated at the astonishingly late date of
1386. It is an epic tale from one of the most gifted historians of
today.
Pagan Magic of the Northern Tradition Aug 19 2021 A
practical guide to the magical history, customs, and practices of
pre-Christian Northern Europe • Details the everyday magic of
the Northern Tradition, including household magic, protection
spells, and the significance of the days of the week • Explores
direct natural magic, such as shapeshifting and soul travel, and
talismanic or sigil magic, including runes and rituals to unlock the
power of crafted objects • Explains how many of these customs
continue to the present day In the pre-Christian societies of
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everyday life. Everything in Nature was ensouled with an inner
spirit, as was anything made by hand. People believed in magic
because it worked and because it was part of the functionality of
their day-to-day lives. Many of these practical observances and
customs continue to the present day as rural traditions, folk
customs, household magic, and celebrations of the high and holy
days of the calendar. Exploring the magical pagan traditions of
the people now called Celtic, Germanic, Scandinavian, Slavonic,
and Baltic, Nigel Pennick examines the underlying principle of the
Northern Tradition--the concept of Wyrd--and how it empowers
the arts of operative magic, such as direct natural magic and
talismanic or sigil magic. Through direct natural magic,
individuals can shape shift, journey out of the body, or send one
of their three souls (fylgia or “fetch”) ahead of them. Sigil magic
involves the powers contained in objects, which can be channeled
after the appropriate ritual. Runes are the most powerful sigils in
the Northern Tradition and were used to ward off illness, danger,
hostile magic, and malevolent spirits. Emphasizing the
importance of the cycles of Nature to the tradition, Pennick
explores the eightfold sun dials and the four ways the solar year
is defined. He looks at the days of the week and their symbolic
association with different deities as well as why particular acts
are performed on certain days and what the customary lucky and
unlucky days are. He also examines sacred spaces, household
magic, protection spells, and the role of music in the Northern
Tradition. Explaining all the traditional holidays and activities
necessary to honor them, Pennick shows how anyone can
participate authentically in the magic of the Northern Tradition if
they take care to do things properly, with respect, and on the
right day.
The End of the Pagan City Sep 27 2019 This book focuses
primarily on the end of the pagan religious tradition and the
dismantling of its material form in North Africa (modern Algeria,
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considers how urban communities changed, why some traditions
were lost and some others continued, and whether these carried
the same value and meaning upon doing so. Addressing two main
issues, mainly from an archaeological perspective, the volume
explores the change in religious habits and practices, and the
consequent recycling and reuse of pagan monuments and
materials, and investigates to what extent these physical
processes were driven by religious motivations and contrasts, or
were merely stimulated by economic issues.
Art in the Roman Empire May 28 2022 Michael Grant has
specially selected some of the most significant examples of
painting, portraits, architecture, mosaic, jewellery and silverware,
to give a unique insight into the functions and manifestations of
art in the Roman Empire. Art in the Roman Empire shows how
many of the most impressive masterpieces were produced outside
Rome, on the frontiers of its enormous empire.
Modern Pagan and Native Faith Movements in Central and
Eastern Europe Aug 26 2019 The resurgence of religiosity in postcommunist Europe has been widely noted, but the full spectrum
of religious practice in the diverse countries of Central and
Eastern Europe has been effectively hidden behind the region's
range of languages and cultures. This volume presents an
overview of one of the most notable developments in the region,
the rise of Pagan and "Native Faith" movements. Modern Pagan
and Native Faith Movements in Central and Eastern Europe
brings together scholars from across the region to present both
systematic country overviews - of Armenia, Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Slovenia, and Ukraine - as well as essays exploring specific
themes such as racism and the internet. The volume will be of
interest to scholars of new religious movements especially those
looking for a more comprehensive picture of contemporary
paganism beyond the English-speaking world.
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book sheds new light on the religious and consequently social
changes taking place in late antique Rome. The essays in this
volume argue that the once-dominant notion of pagan-Christian
religious conflict cannot fully explain the texts and artifacts, as
well as the social, religious, and political realities of late antique
Rome. Together, the essays demonstrate that the fourth-century
city was a more fluid, vibrant, and complex place than was
previously thought. Competition between diverse groups in
Roman society - be it pagans with Christians, Christians with
Christians, or pagans with pagans - did create tensions and
hostility, but it also allowed for coexistence and reduced the
likelihood of overt violent, physical conflict. Competition and
coexistence, along with conflict, emerge as still central paradigms
for those who seek to understand the transformations of Rome
from the age of Constantine through the early fifth century.
Witches and Pagans Mar 14 2021 Swa wiccan taeca?: ?as the
witches teach.' So, explained the Old English translator, it was
witches who counseled people to ?bring their offerings to earthfast stone and also to trees and to wellsprings.' His
contextualizing commentary on a Frankish penitential reveals the
witches? intimate association with animist, earth-based
ceremonies, contradicting the now-engrained idea that they were
?wicked.' In a compelling exploration of language, archaeology,
early medieval literature and art, Max Dashu pulls the covers off
ethnic lore known to few except scholarly specialists. She shows
that the old ethnic names for ?witch? signify wisewoman,
prophetess, diviner, healer, shapeshifter, and dreamer. She
fleshes out the spiritual culture of the Norse völur (?staffwomen?), with their oracular ceremonies, incantations, and
?sitting-out? on the land for wisdom. She examines archaeological
finds of women's ritual staffs, many of which symbolize the
distaff, a spinning tool that connects with broader European
themes of goddesses, fates, witches, and female power.
Bookmark File
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women's spiritual culture survived state conversions to
Christianity. Witches and Pagans plunges into the megalithic
taproot of the elder kindreds, and the ancestral Old Woman
known as the Cailleach. It draws on priestly Frankish and German
sources to trace the foundational witch-legend of the Women Who
Go by Night with the Goddess'and her links to women's spinning
sacraments in the orature of Holle, Fraw Percht, and Swanfooted
Berthe. The book also looks at the sexual politics of early witch
burnings and the female ordeal of treading red-hot iron. AngloSaxon ?mystery-singers? shed light on ancestor veneration in
early medieval Europe.The webs of Wyrd, weavers? ceremonies,
herb-chanters, crystal balls and the Völuspá: this book uncovers
the authentic ethnic roots of witchcraft. Putting the common
woman at the center results in a very different view of European
history than the one we have been taught. Sagas, ecclesiastical
canons, laws, chronicles, charms, manuscripts and sculpture
show the spiritual leadership of women and the goddesses, fates,
and ancestors they revered. These strands can help to reweave
the ripped webs of women's culture.
Pagan and Christian Apr 02 2020 A study of conversion to
Christianity in the early medieval world which explores in
particular the relationship between archaeology and belief and an
attempt to re-centre the 'pagan' as a key element in the
conversion process.
Pagan Family Values Mar 02 2020 For most of its history,
contemporary Paganism has been a religion of converts. Yet as it
enters its fifth decade, it is incorporating growing numbers of
second‑generation Pagans for whom Paganism is a family
tradition, not a religious worldview arrived at via a spiritual
quest. In Pagan Family Values, S. Zohreh Kermani explores the
ways in which North American Pagan families pass on their
beliefs to their children, and how the effort to socialize children
influences this new religious movement. The first ethnographic
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volume brings their experiences into conversation with
contemporary issues in American religion. Through formal
interviews with Pagan families, participant observation at various
pagan events, and data collected via online surveys, Kermani
traces the ways in which Pagan parents transmit their religious
values to their children. Rather than seeking to pass along
specific religious beliefs, Pagan parents tend to seek to instill
values, such as religious tolerance and spiritual independence,
that will remain with their children throughout their lives,
regardless of these children's ultimate religious identifications.
Pagan parents tend to construct an idealized, magical childhood
for their children that mirrors their ideal childhoods. The
socialization of children thus becomes a means by which adults
construct and make meaningful their own identities as Pagans.
Kermani’s meticulous fieldwork and clear, engaging writing
provide an illuminating look at parenting and religious expression
in Pagan households and at how new religions pass on their
beliefs to a new generation.
Paganism, Traditionalism, Nationalism Oct 28 2019
Rodnoverie was one of the first new religious movements to
emerge following the collapse of the Soviet Union, its
development providing an important lens through which to view
changes in post-Soviet religious and political life. Rodnovers view
social and political issues as inseparably linked to their religiosity
but do not reflect the liberal values dominant among Western
Pagans. Indeed, among the conservative and nationalist
movements often associated with Rodnoverie in Russia,
traditional anti-Western and anti-Semitic rhetoric has recently
been overshadowed by anti-Islam and anti-migrant tendencies.
Providing a fascinating overview of the history, organisations,
adherents, beliefs and practices of Rodnoverie this book presents
several different narratives; as a revival of the native Russian or
Slavic religion, as a nature religion and as an alternative to
Bookmark File
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documents and books this analysis is supplemented with
extensive fieldwork carried out among Rodnoverie communities in
Russia and will be of interest to scholars of post-Soviet society,
new religious movements and contemporary Paganism in general.
Nine Worlds of Seid-Magic Oct 09 2020 This accessible study of
Northern European shamanistic practice, or seidr, explores the
way in which the ancient Norse belief systems evoked in the
Icelandic Sagas and Eddas have been rediscovered and
reinvented by groups in Europe and North America. The book
examines the phenomenon of altered consciousness and the
interactions of seid-workers or shamanic practitioners with their
spirit worlds. Written by a follower of seidr, it investigates new
communities involved in a postmodern quest for spiritual
meaning.
Imagining the Pagan Past Sep 07 2020 Imagining the Pagan Past
explores stories of Britain’s pagan history. These tales have been
characterised by gods and fairies, folklore and magic. They have
had an uncomfortable relationship with the scholarly world; often
being seen as historically dubious, self-indulgent romance and,
worse, encouraging tribal and nationalistic feelings or
challenging church and state. This book shows how important
these stories are to the history of British culture, taking the
reader on a lively tour from prehistory to the present. From the
Middle Ages to the twenty-first century, Marion Gibson explores
the ways in which British pagan gods and goddesses have been
represented in poetry, novels, plays, chronicles, scientific and
scholarly writing. From Geoffrey of Monmouth to Edmund
Spenser, William Shakespeare to Seamus Heaney and H.G. Wells
to Naomi Mitchison it explores Romano-British, Celtic and AngloSaxon deities and fictions. The result is a comprehensive picture
of the ways in which writers have peopled the British pagan
pantheons throughout history. Imagining the Pagan Past will be
essential reading for all those interested in the history of
Bookmark File
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Wandering Poets and Other Essays on Late Greek
Literature and Philosophy Jun 24 2019 This work presents
radically revised and updated versions of the most important and
innovative articles published by Alan Cameron in the field of late
antique Greek poetry and philosophy, attempting to define pagan
and Christian elements in early Byzantine literary culture.
The Pagan Middle Ages Sep 19 2021 The Pagan Middle Ages
sets out to show that paganism remained a force to be reckoned
with, although concealed beneath a veneer of Christianity, well
into the Middle Ages.
Modern Pagan and Native Faith Movements in Central and
Eastern Europe Jul 30 2022 The resurgence of religiosity in
post-communist Europe has been widely noted, but the full
spectrum of religious practice in the diverse countries of Central
and Eastern Europe has been effectively hidden behind the
region's range of languages and cultures. This volume presents
an overview of one of the most notable developments in the
region, the rise of Pagan and "Native Faith" movements. Modern
Pagan and Native Faith Movements in Central and Eastern
Europe brings together scholars from across the region to present
both systematic country overviews - of Armenia, Bulgaria, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania,
Russia, Slovenia, and Ukraine - as well as essays exploring
specific themes such as racism and the internet. The volume will
be of interest to scholars of new religious movements especially
those looking for a more comprehensive picture of contemporary
paganism beyond the English-speaking world.
Lithuania Ascending Apr 26 2022 This book, first published in
1994, studies the rise of a pagan state in late medieval
Christendom against a background of crises in Europe.
Pagan Theology Jul 18 2021 In Pagan Theology, Michael York
provides an introduction to, and expansion of, the concept of
Paganism and provides an overview of its theological perspective
and practice. He demonstrates it to be a viable and Bookmark File
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distinguishable spiritual perspective found today in such forms as
Chinese folk religion, Shinto, tribal religions, and neo-Paganism
in the West. While adherents of many of these traditions do not
use the word "pagan" to describe their beliefs or practices, York
contends that there is an identifiable position possessing
characteristics and understandings in common for which the label
"pagan" is appropriate. He outlines these characteristics and also
explores paganism as a general form of religious behavior which
may be found in other religions which are not themselves pagan.
In the course of examining such behavior, York provides
descriptions of religions in action, including Buddhism and
Hinduism.
Contemporary Pagan and Native Faith Movements in Europe Jun
28 2022 Pagan and Native Faith movements have sprung up
across Europe in recent decades, yet little has been published
about them compared with their British and American
counterparts. Though all such movements valorize human
relationships with nature and embrace polytheistic cosmologies,
practitioners’ beliefs, practices, goals, and agendas are diverse.
Often side by side are groups trying to reconstruct ancient
religions motivated by ethnonationalism—especially in post-Soviet
societies—and others attracted by imported traditions, such as
Wicca, Druidry, Goddess Spirituality, and Core Shamanism.
Drawing on ethnographic cases, contributors explore the
interplay of neo-nationalistic and neo-colonialist impulses in
contemporary Paganism, showing how these impulses play out,
intersect, collide, and transform.
Pagans in the Early Modern Baltic Aug 07 2020 Sixteenthcentury ethnographic accounts of Baltic paganism in English
translation for the first time. With a critical introduction placing
these texts in the contexts of early modern ethnography, Baltic
history, and Reformation religious polemic.
Christian Mythology Dec 11 2020 Reveals how Christian
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than the Bible • Explains how the church fathers knowingly
incorporated pagan elements into the Christian faith to ease the
transition to the new religion • Identifies pagan deities that were
incorporated into each of the saints • Shows how all the major
holidays in the Christian calendar are modeled on pagan rituals
and myths, including Easter and Christmas In this extensive study
of the Christian mythology that animated Europe in the Middle
Ages, author Philippe Walter reveals how these stories and the
holiday traditions connected with them are based on longstanding pagan rituals and myths and have very little connection
to the Bible. The author explains how the church fathers
knowingly incorporated pagan elements into the Christian faith to
ease the transition to the new religion. Rather than tear down the
pagan temples in Britain, Pope Gregory the Great advised Saint
Augustine of Canterbury to add the pagan rituals into the mix of
Christian practices and transform the pagan temples into
churches. Instead of religious conversion, it was simply a matter
of convincing the populace to include Jesus in their current
religious practices. Providing extensive documentation, Walter
shows which major calendar days of the Christian year are
founded on pagan rituals and myths, including the high holidays
of Easter and Christmas. Examining hagiographic accounts of the
saints, he reveals the origin of these symbolic figures in the
deities worshipped in pagan Europe for centuries. He also
explores how the identities of saints and pagan figures became so
intermingled that some saints were transformed into pagan
incarnations, such as Mary Magdalene’s conversion into one of
the Celtic Ladies of the Lake. In revealing the pagan roots of
many Christian figures, stories, and rituals, Walter provides a
new understanding of the evolution of religious belief.
Pagans and Philosophers May 04 2020 An ambitious history of
how medieval writers came to terms with paganism From the turn
of the fifth century to the beginning of the eighteenth, Christian
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Paganism," which this book identifies and examines for the first
time. How could the wisdom and virtue of the great thinkers of
antiquity be reconciled with the fact that they were pagans and,
many thought, damned? Related questions were raised by
encounters with contemporary pagans in northern Europe,
Mongolia, and, later, America and China. Pagans and
Philosophers explores how writers—philosophers and theologians,
but also poets such as Dante, Chaucer, and Langland, and
travelers such as Las Casas and Ricci—tackled the Problem of
Paganism. Augustine and Boethius set its terms, while Peter
Abelard and John of Salisbury were important early advocates of
pagan wisdom and virtue. University theologians such as Aquinas,
Scotus, Ockham, and Bradwardine, and later thinkers such as
Ficino, Valla, More, Bayle, and Leibniz, explored the difficulty in
depth. Meanwhile, Albert the Great inspired Boethius of Dacia
and others to create a relativist conception of scientific
knowledge that allowed Christian teachers to remain faithful
Aristotelians. At the same time, early anthropologists such as
John of Piano Carpini, John Mandeville, and Montaigne developed
other sorts of relativism in response to the issue. A sweeping and
original account of an important but neglected chapter in
Western intellectual history, Pagans and Philosophers provides a
new perspective on nothing less than the entire period between
the classical and the modern world.
The Darkening Age Feb 10 2021 'A searingly passionate book' Bettany Hughes In The Darkening Age, Catherine Nixey tells the
little-known – and deeply shocking – story of how a militant
religion deliberately tried to extinguish the teachings of the
Classical world, ushering in unquestioning adherence to the 'one
true faith'. The Roman Empire had been generous in embracing
and absorbing new creeds. But with the coming of Christianity,
everything changed. This new faith, despite preaching peace, was
violent, ruthless and intolerant. And once it became the religion
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old gods. Their altars were upturned, their temples demolished
and their statues hacked to pieces. Books, including great works
of philosophy and science, were consigned to the pyre. It was an
annihilation. A Book of the Year in the Daily Telegraph, the
Spectator, the Observer, and BBC History Magazine A New York
Times Book Review Editors' Choice Winner of the Royal Society of
Literature Jerwood Award for Nonfiction
The Last Pagans of Rome Jun 16 2021 Rufinus' vivid account of
the battle between the Eastern Emperor Theodosius and the
Western usurper Eugenius by the River Frigidus in 394
represents it as the final confrontation between paganism and
Christianity. It is indeed widely believed that a largely pagan
aristocracy remained a powerful and active force well into the
fifth century, sponsoring pagan literary circles, patronage of the
classics, and propaganda for the old cults in art and literature.
The main focus of much modern scholarship on the end of
paganism in the West has been on its supposed stubborn
resistance to Christianity. The dismantling of this romantic myth
is one of the main goals of Alan Cameron's book. Actually, the
book argues, Western paganism petered out much earlier and
more rapidly than hitherto assumed. The subject of this book is
not the conversion of the last pagans but rather the duration,
nature, and consequences of their survival. By re-examining the
abundant textual evidence, both Christian (Ambrose, Augustine,
Jerome, Paulinus, Prudentius) and "pagan" (Claudian, Macrobius,
and Ammianus Marcellinus), as well as the visual evidence (ivory
diptychs, illuminated manuscripts, silverware), Cameron shows
that most of the activities and artifacts previously identified as
hallmarks of a pagan revival were in fact just as important to the
life of cultivated Christians. Far from being a subversive activity
designed to rally pagans, the acceptance of classical literature,
learning, and art by most elite Christians may actually have
helped the last reluctant pagans to finally abandon the old cults
and adopt Christianity. The culmination of decades of Bookmark
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The Last Pagans of Rome overturns many long-held assumptions
about pagan and Christian culture in the late antique West.
Pagans and Christians in the Late Roman Empire Nov 21 2021 Do
the terms ?pagan? and ?Christian,? ?transition from paganism to
Christianity? still hold as explanatory devices to apply to the
political, religious and cultural transformation experienced
Empire-wise? Revisiting ?pagans? and ?Christians? in Late
Antiquity has been a fertile site of scholarship in recent years: the
paradigm shift in the interpretation of the relations between
?pagans? and ?Christians? replaced the old ?conflict model? with
a subtler, complex approach and triggered the upsurge of new
explanatory models such as multiculturalism, cohabitation,
cooperation, identity, or group cohesion. This collection of essays,
inscribes itself into the revisionist discussion of pagan-Christian
relations over a broad territory and time-span, the Roman Empire
from the fourth to the eighth century. A set of papers argues that
if ?paganism? had never been fully extirpated or denied by the
multiethnic educated elite that managed the Roman Empire,
?Christianity? came to be presented by the same elite as
providing a way for a wider group of people to combine true
philosophy and right religion. The speed with which this
happened is just as remarkable as the long persistence of
paganism after the sea-change of the fourth century that made
Christianity the official religion of the State. For a long time
afterwards, ?pagans? and ?Christians? lived ?in between?
polytheistic and monotheist traditions and disputed Classical and
non-Classical legacies. ÿ
The Barbarian Conversion Oct 21 2021 "An investigation of the
process by which large parts of Europe accepted the Christian
faith between the fourth and the fourteenth centuries and of some
of the cultural consequences that flowed therefrom." In a work of
splendid scholarship that reflects both a firm mastery of difficult
sources and a keen intuition, one of Britain's foremost
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a very large story, for conversion encompassed much more than
religious belief. With it came enormous cultural change: Latin
literacy and books, Roman notions of law and property, and the
concept of town life, as well as new tastes in food, drink, and
dress. Whether from faith or by force, from self-interest or by
revelation, conversion had an immense impact that is with us
even today.
The Lost Beliefs of Northern Europe Jun 04 2020 Fragments of
ancient belief mingle with folklore and Christian dogma until the
original tenets are lost in the myths and psychologies of the
intervening years. Hilda Ellis Davidson illustrates how pagan
beliefs have been represented and misinterpreted by the
Christian tradition, and throws light on the nature of preChristian beliefs and how they have been preserved. The Lost
Beliefs of Northern Europe stresses both the possibilities and the
difficulties of investigating the lost religious beliefs of Northern
Europe.
Controversial New Religions Jul 26 2019 In terms of public
opinion, new religious movements are considered controversial
for a variety of reasons. Their social organization often runs
counter to popular expectations by experimenting with communal
living, alternative leadership roles, unusual economic
dispositions, and new political and ethical values. As a result the
general public views new religions with a mixture of curiosity,
amusement, and anxiety, sustained by lavish media emphasis on
oddness and tragedy rather than familiarity and lived experience.
This updated and revised second edition of Controversial New
Religions offers a scholarly, dispassionate look at those groups
that have generated the most attention, including some very wellknown classical groups like The Family, Unification Church,
Scientology, and Jim Jones's People's Temple; some relative
newcomers such as the Kabbalah Centre, the Order of the Solar
Temple, Branch Davidians, Heaven's Gate, and the Falun Gong;
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Raelians, Black nationalism, and various Pagan groups. Each
essay combines an overview of the history and beliefs of each
organization or movement with original and insightful analysis.
By presenting decades of scholarly work on new religious
movements written in an accessible form by established scholars
as well as younger experts in the field, this book will be an
invaluable resource for all those who seek a view of new religions
that is deeper than what can be found in sensationalistic media
stories.
On Being a Pagan Dec 31 2019 What is paganism? In this
penetrating and tightly argued manifesto, French philosopher
Alain de Benoist seeks to answer this question with passionate
intellectual vigor and a tremendous erudition. Arising out of the
"monotheism vs. polytheism" debate that reverberated through
Parisian intellectual circles in the late 1970s, this is neither a
survey of ancient, pre-Christian religions, nor is it an argument on
behalf of any modern neo-pagan sect. On Being a Pagan draws on
Nietzsche, Heidegger, ancient philosophy and mythology, and
biblical hermeneutics to articulate a pagan theology based on a
common Indo-European foundation. In keeping with the critical
tradition which hearkens back to the Greek philosopher Celsus,
Benoist contrasts the heroic pagan worldview with Christianity's
attempts to hobble everything that is beautiful and strong. He
compares the cyclical pagan conception of time to the demythologizing, linear understanding of history favored by the
prophets. Most disturbingly, he traces the roots of modern
totalitarianism and intolerance--of both the left and the right--to
the leveling ideology of ancient Judeo-Christian monotheism, with
its underlying rejection of diversity and différence. Originally
published to wide critical acclaim in 1981, Benoist's text is as
relevant today as it was when it first appeared--and perhaps even
more so for the English-speaking world. This newly revised
translation now features an extensive interview with the author,
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various groups and individuals that have attempted to resurrect
the pagan spirit. Rather than simply dissecting the 2,000-year
Christian interregnum, Benoist's greater purpose is to point the
way forward to a world that could have been, and which may only
now be in the first stages of being reborn.
The Hidden World Jan 12 2021 Video slideshows are available
here, including "Heretical Visionary Sacraments amongst the
Ecclesiastical Elite" and "Melusina of Plaincourault." It was
mainly only the European urban centers that converted to
Christianity, and often more for political or commercial interests,
than as a matter of faith. The old religions persisted in the
villages or pagani, from which the term Paganism arose. The
Christians built their sanctuaries upon the pagan sites,
expropriating their numinous past, assimilating the symbolism of
the former deities, and commonly incorporating the actual
architectural remnants. The wisdom of those deposed gods and
their rites persisted in less objectionable forms -- disguised to
delude the censors -- as country festivals and quaint tales often
about the fairy folk, who coexisted with this world and could be
accessed by magical procedures that perpetuated halfremembered methods of authentic ancient shamanism. Such
shamanism always involved pharmaceutical expertise. Mircea
Eliade was mistaken in concluding that drugs were characteristic
only of the late and decadent stages of a religion. Rock paintings
of the greatest antiquity and his own abundant citations indicate
that, instead, a pharmacological Eucharist was the norm; and
Eliade was himself about to reverse his stance shortly before his
death. Encoded in tales seemingly as simple as Snow White with
her poisoned red and white apple are themes traceable back to
the great epics of Homer and the Mesopotamian Gilgamesh.
These patterns of shamanic empowerment lurk also in the
histories of the leading families of Europe, who could not
completely divest themselves of the former religious basis for
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buried it in sanctified graves, as was the case with the great fairy
Melusina, whose eighth abominable son, called Horrible, was
murdered. A number of churches involved in the Albigensian
heresy claim his body was laid to rest beneath them.
Myths and Symbols in Pagan Europe Oct 01 2022 Most people
know of Valhalla, the World-Tree and the gods of Norse
mythology, or the strange hunts and voyages of the ancient lrish
tales. Yet few people realise the significance of the similarities
and contrasts between the religions of the pre-Christian people of
north-western Europe. The Celts and Germans and Scandinavians
had much in common in their religious practices and beliefs, and
this is the first serious attempt that has been made to compare
them. There are striking resemblances in their ideas about battlegoddesses and protective spirits, holy places, sacrificial rituals,
divination and ideas about the Other World; and Myths and
Symbols in Pagan Europe poses questions like: do such parallels
go back to early times or are they owing to late Viking contact?
Hilda Ellis Davidson has worked for many years on pre-Christian
Scandinavian and Germanic religion and now compares them
with the Celts from the background of previous studies, using
evidence from archaeology, iconography, later literature and
folklore, in a search for basic patterns which will add to our
knowledge of the early peoples in Europe. Aimed at teachers and
libraries but also accessible to students of history, religion and
Celtic, Norse and German languages and cultures.
Queens of the Wild Dec 23 2021 Hutton explores the history of
deity-like figures in Christian Europe, drawing on anthropology,
archaeology, literature, and history to show how hags, witches,
the fairy queen, and the Green Man all came to be, and how they
changed over the centuries. Looking closely at four main figures-Mother Earth, the Fairy Queen, the Mistress of the Night, and the
Old Woman of Gaelic tradition--Hutton challenges decades of
debate around the female figures who have long been thought
versions of pre-Christian goddesses. He posits that theBookmark
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figures found in the European imagination did not descend from
the pre-Christian ancient world, and have nothing Christian about
them.
Pagan Britain Jan 24 2022 Britain's pagan past, with its
mysterious monuments, atmospheric sites, enigmatic artifacts,
bloodthirsty legends, and cryptic inscriptions, is both enthralling
and perplexing to a resident of the twenty-first century. In this
ambitious and thoroughly up-to-date book, Ronald Hutton reveals
the long development, rapid suppression, and enduring cultural
significance of paganism, from the Paleolithic Era to the coming
of Christianity. He draws on an array of recently discovered
evidence and shows how new findings have radically transformed
understandings of belief and ritual in Britain before the arrival of
organized religion. Setting forth a chronological narrative, Hutton
along the way makes side visits to explore specific locations of
ancient pagan activity. He includes the well-known sacred
sites—Stonehenge, Avebury, Seahenge, Maiden Castle,
Anglesey—as well as more obscure locations across the mainland
and coastal islands. In tireless pursuit of the elusive “why” of
pagan behavior, Hutton astonishes with the breadth of his
understanding of Britain’s deep past and inspires with the
originality of his insights.
The Renewal of Pagan Antiquity Feb 22 2022 A collection of
essays by the art historian Aby Warburg, these essays look
beyond iconography to more psychological aspects of artistic
creation: the conditions under which art was practised; its social
and cultural contexts; and its conceivable historical meaning.
European Paganism Aug 31 2022 European Paganism provides a
comprehensive and accessible overview of ancient pagan
religions throughout the European continent. Before there where
Christians, the peoples of Europe were pagans. Were they
bloodthirsty savages hanging human offerings from trees? Were
they happy ecologists, valuing the unpolluted rivers and
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analyses the diverse aspects of pagan ritual and culture from
human sacrifice to pilgrimage lunar festivals and tree worship. It
includes: * a 'timelines' chart to aid with chronology * many
quotations from ancient and modern sources translated from the
original language where necessary, to make them accessible * a
comprehensive bibliography and guide to further reading.
Belief and Religion in Barbarian Europe c. 350-700 Nov 29 2019
This ground-breaking study offers a new paradigm for
understanding the beliefs and religions of the Goths,
Burgundians, Sueves, Franks and Lombards as they converted
from paganism to Christianity between c.350 and c.700 CE.
Combining history and theology with approaches drawn from the
cognitive science of religion, Belief and Religion in Barbarian
Europe uses both written and archaeological evidence to
challenge many older ideas. Beginning with a re-examination of
our knowledge about the deities and rituals of their original
religions, it goes on to question the assumption that the Germanic
peoples were merely passive recipients of Christian doctrine,
arguing that so-called 'Arianism' was first developed as an 'entrylevel' Christianity for the Goths. Focusing on individual ethnic
groupings in turn, it presents a fresh view of the relationship
between religion and politics as their rulers attempted to opt for
Catholicism. In place of familiar debates about post-conversion
'pagan survivals', contemporary texts and legislation are analysed
to create an innovative cognitive perspective on the ways in
which the Church endeavoured to bring the Christian God into
people's thoughts and actions. The work also includes a survey of
a wide range of written and archaeological evidence, contrasting
traditional conceptions of death, afterlife and funerary ritual with
Christian doctrine and practice in these areas and exploring some
of the techniques developed by the Church for assuaging popular
anxieties about Christian burial and the Christian afterlife.
Christianity and Paganism, 350-750 Apr 14 2021 Using
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inscriptions, autobiographical and legal documents—some of
which are translated nowhere else—J. N. Hillgarth shows how the
Christian church went about the formidable task of converting
western Europe. The book covers such topics as the relationship
between the Church and the Roman state, Christian attitudes
toward the barbarians, and the missions to northern Europe. It
documents as well the cult of relics in popular Christianity and
the emergence of consciously Christian monarchies.
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